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Abstract

their behaviour is unpredictable. Thus, a standardised decentralised scalable solution based on P2P overlay networks
is desirable to facilitate a more large scale deployment of
distributed multimedia services.
Although a number of solutions have been proposed
to support decentralised multimedia services, the new approach of the IETF P2PSIP2 Working Group is developing
into a reference framework. P2PSIP [3] works on a peer-topeer overlay based solution that facilitates a decentralised
architecture. The developed protocol should be flexible
enough [7] to support most of peer-to-peer networks. The
idea is to provide a protocol that allows the implementation of any DHT overlay network such as Kademlia [11]
or Chord [16]. However, the design of this protocol does
not consider the inter-operation between different domains
required to provide global multimedia services. In this paper we propose a way of solving this problem. Further, the
routing performance and maintenance state of the different
peers is assessed in order to show the performance of certain
key-aspects.
Fig.1 illustrates our approach. The basic idea is that the
different domains can deploy their own overlay network but
global connectivity between them is established through a
dedicated interconnection overlay. In this interconnection
overlay each domain is represented through at least one
super-peer. If an item, service or reference, is not in the
same domain, a regular peer can asks its super-peer to route
the query to the domain of the target peer. To support the

The provision of innovating multimedia services is a high
priority for service providers. Due to the the high traffic
volume characteristics of multimedia content, decentralised
services are a desired solution for multimedia scenarios.
Based on the ongoing work of the IETF P2PSIP WG
this paper defines a simple way to interconnect different domains using on peer-to-peer technology. The objective is
to provide connectivity between users of different domains
and allow decentralised multimedia services to be placed
where they can be provided most effectively. Furthermore,
the routing performance and routing state is analysed for
the proposed hierarchical DHT overlay architecture.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the provisioning of multimedia services
(VoIP, VoD, Video Streaming, IPTV, etc) is one of the most
important objectives of ISPs in delivering new and attractive
services. However, due to their demanding requirements,
these multimedia services have not been as widely deployed
as would be expected. The success of applications such as
Skype1 [1], [14] is due to their P2P decentralised design
despite their relative complexity. The problem with these
applications is that they are closed privative solutions and
1 http://www.skype.com

2 http://www.p2psip.org
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Figure 2. Hierarchical Space of Identifiers




Figure 1. Hierarchical Overlay Architecture
routing between the different domains and the interconnection overlay, an extended identifier is used, which is formed
by a prefix ID for the routing in the interconnection and a
suffix ID for the routing in each domain.
Some advantages of this architecture are the network isolation and the improved scalability, which is intrinsic to the
hierarchical architectures. However, issues such as a potential super-peer overload [2] have to be considered. This
potential problem is limited to these peers since the routing
state is not increased in legacy peers. For this reason, super peers can be dedicated entities allowing others (such as
power-limited handheld devices, e.g. mobile phones) to be
efficiently implemented.
We must highlight that in P2PSIP the overlay networks
are used to retrieve the information about users and services, which is distributed across all peers in the overlay.
Usually,this is location information (stored as IP address
and transport port) and once this information is obtained,
the negotiation of the service parameters is done using any
suitable signalling protocol. Nevertheless, for compatibility
reasons this protocol should be SIP [13].
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the
proposed hierarchical architecture. An analysis of its routing performance and the advantages of this approach are
discussed in section 3. The particular case of a hierarchical
Kademlia overlay network is studied in section 4. The theoretical is validated using the PeerFactSim.Kom framework.
Finally, the related work is presented in section 5 and the
conclusions and future work are presented in section 6.

2. Hierarchical DHT Overlay Networks
2.1. Hierarchical Space Domain of IDs
In order to provide a hierarchical architecture for interconnecting different domains and assuming that the main

goal of P2PSIP WG is to develop a framework to support
any kind of DHT overlay network, we define a hierarchical
space domain of identifiers. Thus, the Hierarchical ID (see
Fig.2) is composed by two sub-identifiers: a prefix ID and a
suffix ID. The prefix ID is used for the routing in the interconnection overlay between the different domains, whereas
the suffix ID is used for routing queries only inside the own
domain of a peer. This approach can be easily included in
the P2PSIP protocol[7] because each header must contain
an overlay ID which can be used as prefix ID and a node ID
which can be used as suffix ID.

2.2. Service Mapping into the Hierarchical ID Space
Domain
One of the main problems in a decentralised architecture is the mapping between the available information
and/or services and the peers on the system. For example, if we consider a multimedia environment where services and users are identified by URI’s, a resource is identified by resource@example.com. Now, the problem is to map these URI’s to the proposed hierarchical
ID space domain. In order to do this, the prefix ID is
obtained by applying a hash to the domain of the URI:
PrefixID=hash(example.com)
The suffix ID is generated as the hash of the URI:
SuffixID=hash(resource@example.com).
Once the mapping between the URI and the Hierarchical ID has been established, a resource tuple containing the
resource hierarchical ID, the URI and the resource itself, is
stored at the peer with the closest peer ID. Depending on
the DHT protocol this tuple can be also replicated in other
peers.

2.3. Hierarchical DHT Overlay Network Operation
The behaviour of a hierarchical overlay network can be
divided in two cases. The first one is when the search of a
resource is bounded to the domain where a peer is attached.
This case is simple since the search for resources is done inside the domain using a flat peer-to-peer overlay and where
the routing is based only on the suffix ID. This situation is
identified when the prefix ID of the resource is equal to the
hash of the domain name.

When a resource in another domain has to be retrieved,
the operation is more complex. For instance, this case could
correspond to a VoIP call to a user in a different domain.
In this circumstance, it is necessary to obtain the contact
information published in the domain where the called party
is registered. In the first stage, the initiator sends the search
to its own super-peer. Super-peers are selected according
to certain characteristics [12] and the selection mechanism
can be integrated in the maintenance protocol of each DHT.
Since all the peers in a domain know their super-peer,
they can send a query to the super-peer in one hop. When
the super-peer receives the query, it routes the query through
the interconnection overlay using the prefix ID. This query
will arrive at the super-peer belonging to the domain matching the prefix ID from the query. From this point onwards,
the query is forwarded inside the destination domain. If the
query reaches a peer that has the desired resource, this peer
replies this information to the initiator. This is possible because the query includes an {IP address, port} tuple where
the requester is waiting the response. This answer must be
compliant with the ongoing design of the P2PSIP protocol
[7] that it is being defined by the IETF P2PSIP WG.

2.4. Main Characteristics of the proposed Hierarchical DHT Architecture
Our proposal has several advantages. First, the operations or primitives of the used DHT are not changed. Only
some modifications are needed in the maintenance operations to include the selection and update of super-peers [12].
Furthermore, the routing state in peers does not increase because the number of peers that are maintained is the same.
If a global domain would be used to provide global connectivity, this domain would contain all peers in the different domains. If each domain has M peers and K domains want to obtain global connectivity, the number of
peers is N = M · K.In many DHT-based overlay networks
the routing state has a logarithmic dependency with the
number of peers. Therefore, we have O(logB N ) because
of the logarithmic property: O(logB M ) + O(logB K) =
O(logB (M · K)). This routing state applies only to superpeers, while regular peers only have to maintain the state of
their own domain, which is only O(logB M ).
The drawback of this approach is the higher load needed
to be supported by the super-peers [2] although this load is
smaller than in other hierarchical DHT proposals [5], [6],
[17], [18].

3. Routing Performance in a Hierarchical DHT
Overlay Network
This section presents the routing performance in a system based on hierarchical DHT overlay network with the

proposed hierarchical ID. This analysis is an extension of
the work in [10] and a more elaborated model is presented.
We define the following notations:
• K: The number of domains.
• Mi : The number of peers in a domain i.
• N : All the peers from all the domains. In our case, it
is considered that a peer
cannot be attached to multiple
PK
domains, hence N = i=1 Mi .
• ρij : The probability of launching a query from the domain i to the domain j.
• C(x): The number of hops needed to find a super-peer
in the interconnection overlay depending on the number of super-peers x. This value depends on the type of
overlay used in the interconnection overlay.
• Di (x): The number of hops needed to find a peer in a
flat overlay of type i as function of the number of peers
x belonging to the domain.
It is assumed that all the peers in a domain know their
super-peer from the interconnection overlay. This assumption implies that only one hop is needed to reach the superpeer.
Taking into account the above definitions, we obtain the
routing performance (RP ) of this DHT-based hierarchical
overlay networks. First of all, we define the cost of finding
a peer in each overlay:
• Di (Mi ): The cost of finding a peer in its own domain.
• C (K): The cost of finding a super-peer in the interconnection overlay.
If the probability of obtaining an item in a domain from
its super-peer is considered negligible and because the average number of peers in a domain is N/K with N  K,
the average routing performance experienced by a peer in
domain i can be written as follows:
K
X

RPi = ρii · Di (Mi ) +

ρij · [1 + Dj (Mj ) + C (K)]

j=1,j6=i

(1)
The first term of the sum is the cost of searching something in the own domain of a peer, whereas the second term
is the cost for the searches in the other domains.
The average number of hops is given by the next expression:
RP =

K
1 X
·
Mi · RPi
N i=1

(2)

If the number of peers is the same in all domains, we
have:
RP =

K
1 X
·
·RPi
K i=1

(3)

Because we assumed that the number of peers is equal
in all domains and each look-up in the overlay is considered randomly independent, we obtain that the probability
of looking for a peer attached to other domain is equally
distributed between all the foreign domains. In addition, the
probability of looking for a peer in the own domain is different from the one of looking for a peer in other domains.
ii
Thus, the inter-domain query probability is ρij = 1−ρ
K−1 and
we can express Eq.1 as follows:

RPi = ρii ·Di (M )+

K
X

j=1,j6=i

·

1 − ρii
·[1 + Dj (M ) + C (K)]
K −1

(4)
This relation is useful for some type of scenarios like
VoIP in community networks where ρii > ρij which implies that calls between peers of the same community are
more frequent. For other services where the look-up probability in the own domain is the same as for foreign domains
1
(ρii = ρij = K
), we get Eq.5 (which is a simplified version
of Eq.4):
K
X
1
1
· Di (M ) +
· · [1 + Dj (M ) + C (K)]
RPi =
K
K
j=1,j6=i

(5)
Finally, if the same overlay is used in all domains the
sum can be eliminated from the above expression:
1
K −1
· D (M ) +
· [1 + D (M ) + C (K)] =
K
K
K −1
· [1 + C (K)]
= D (M ) +
K
(6)

RPi =

4.1. Analytical Analysis
In order to verify the efficiency of our solution, when
the Kademlia protocol is used, we use the next equality:
C(x) = D(x) ∼ logB x + c, where B is a configuration parameter that allows to adjust the trade-off between the routing performance and the routing state in the peers.
We are going to substitute this expression in Eq.7, because the validation is performed with assumptions similar
to the conditions that are valid for this expression. Therefore:
K −1
· [1 + logB (K) + c]
K
(8)
If K  1 and taking into account the properties of the
logarithm, we can write:

RP = RPi ∼ logB (M ) + c +

RP = RPi ∼ 1 + logB (M · K) + 2c

(9)

For the routing state, the number of entries depends on
the number of peers and on the setup parameter B. Actually, the number of overlay routing entries depends on
O(logB n) where n is the number of peers in the overlay.
Super-peers have to support additional entries for the interconnection overlay. The total number of routing entries for
a super-peer is approximately to O(logB (K · M )).
If a flat overlay is used to connect all peers in different
domains, peers would need O(logB (K · M )) routing entries, but using the hierarchical architecture, legacy peers
only need O(logB M ). Therefore, the routing state savings
are significant if many domains are interconnected.

4.2. Validation via Simulation

From Eq.6 and Eq.3 we obtain the next equality:
K −1
RP = RPi = D (M ) +
· [1 + C (K)]
K

selected Kademlia because it is one of the most used DHTbased overlays in peer-to-peer applications like e-Mule, Bittorent, etc.
Kademlia is an overlay network that has a routing performance and a routing state with a logarithmic dependency
on the number of peers from the overlay, due to its XOR
distance-based routing algorithm.

(7)

4. Case Study: A Hierarchical Kademlia Overlay Network
In this section, we study the routing performance and the
routing state in the case when a Kademlia overlay [11] is
used in all domains and in the interconnection overlay. We

In this section, we present several experimental results
with the goal to assess the performance of a hierarchical
Kademlia overlay network. The results have been obtained
with a prototype implementation of the protocol and using the PeerfactSim.KOM3 P2P network simulator [4]. The
evaluation focused on determining the routing performance
and the routing state (the average number of entries in the
routing tables) with respect to the theoretical limits given
for the canonical (or flat) overlay.
3 http://peerfact.kom.e-technik.tu-darmstadt.de/

For the simulation results the corresponding 95% confidence intervals have been calculated. These confidence
intervals give an error interval less than 5% which assures
the consistency of the data recollected with the simulations.
4.2.1

Simulation Scenarios

The simulation scenarios considered different values for the
number of domains and number of peers in a domain. Due
to the capacity limits of the simulator, we simulated 5, 10
and 20 domains, with a number of peers per domain between 10 and 1000.
For these simulations, we have not taken into account the
churn rate, although it is important to consider it in some
particular scenarios. This simplification is based on the fact
that Skype has a low churn rate [14] and we are interested
in relatively similar scenarios.
In relation with the setup of the Kademlia overlay, the
protocol has been configured with B = 2b = 2, k = 20
and α = 1. Although Kademlia defines a mechanism that
accelerates the look-up process by increasing the size of the
routing tables and the number of b bits considered at each
hop, the simulation models use b = 1 and thus the results
obtained reflect the worst case for the routing performance.
The reason of using α = 1 is to facilitate the comparison
with other overlays that cannot easily parallelize their lookup operations. The value of k is used for the size of the
buckets and also for the number of replicas of each item
inside the Kademlia overlay.
4.2.2

Routing Performance

The routing performance was calculated for both node lookup and value look-up operations. The former are the result of the maintenance operations (refresh of the routing
tables) and are performed solely inside the domain or inside
the interconnection overlay between super peers. The latter are modelled based on peer behaviour of searching for
stored values and can span two different domains. In addition, since the value look-ups take advantage of key-value
replication, we expect the value look-ups to have a better
performance. These operations finish as soon as a key is
found.
According to the analytical model, and considering the
assumptions on the simulation, the RP is estimated using
Eq.8 or Eq.9 and depending on the value of K.
Figure 3 illustrates the average number of hops for interdomain value look-up operations versus the number of peers
in a domain for 5, 10 and 20 domains. The dependency is
logarithmic with the number of peers in a domain (linear
on a logarithmic scale), when the number of super peers is
kept constant. The difference between the values obtained
for each number of domains represents the mean of the extra
number of hops needed when the number of super-peers in

the interconnection overlay increases. Because the increase
is almost constant while the number of super peers doubles,
it also proves the logarithmic dependency of the routing performance with the size of the interconnection overlay.
Figure 4 demonstrates the expected difference between
value look-up and node look-up (Log2 stands for log2 ).
Because in our scenarios, node look-up operations cannot terminate in another domain (as they are generated by
intra-domain maintenance), only intra-domain routing performance data are considered. As expected, in average the
value look-ups require fewer hops due to replication. The
difference is higher when the number of peers inside the domain is comparable to the replication parameter (k = 20)
and becomes negligible when the number of domain peers
is large enough for the replication to have an important effect. The figure also contains the maximum number of hops
that were obtained during the same simulation for a visual
comparison with the theoretical logarithmic limit (log2 M ).
Finally, we analyse the worst case routing behaviour.
Figure 5 compares the maximum number of hops obtained
for inter-domain routing for 5 and 10 domains with the theoretical values given by Eq.8 or Eq.9. The logarithmic dependency can be observed as expected.

4.2.3

Routing State

The evaluation of the routing state intends to determine
whether the average number of routing entries maintained
by the peers lay within the expected ranges and to illustrate
the behaviour of the routing state when the number of domains changes. For this, we examine the routing tables used
for routing inside domains.
Figure 6 shows the obtained results. We have that:
N E ∈ [log2 N, k log2 N ], where N E is the average number of routing entries. In addition, we can observe a slight
dependency between the number of domains and the value
of the routing state. Since the routing state is determined
solely by the interaction between peers, the explanation for
this dependency is that the simulation scenarios use the
same number of value look-up operations. In general, the
value look-ups are originated in one domain and usually terminated in another domain. However, if the number of domains is small the number of operations that originate and
terminate in the same domain increases and consequently
the number of routing entries also increases according to the
standard Kademlia protocol to populate the bucket entries.
Node look-ups cannot influence the routing state because
they take place only inside a domain and have no relationship to the number of domains.
The number of routing entries for super-peers is quite
similar to the values obtained for the intra-domain routing
tables.
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5. Related Work on Hierarchical Overlay Networks
Overlay networks usually require O(logB N ) peer hops
to reach the desired destination and O(logB N ) routing entries to maintain the desired structure. This complexity ensures good scalability but it is desirable to have further improvements. Thus, hierarchical overlay networks are being
proposed because its benefits are clear [9].
The first approach is to delegate all the work to superpeers [6], [18]. They maintain the overlay network and perform all the necessary actions and legacy peers only have
to register their information to their peers. Other studies
are focused on optimising some parameter like the delay.
In [17] a low delay hierarchical overlay network based on
Chord is proposed. The drawback is the high routing state
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Figure 6. Routing state for intra-domain routing tables

needed because all the peers in the overlay are attached to
all the levels in a n-level hierarchy. A less aggressive design
with the same objective is presented in [5] but the hierarchy
is built with the constraint of limiting the maintenance cost
to the flat counterpart.
The main problem is the selection of super-peers. This
selection can be based on the computation capacity of a
peer, the available bandwidth to receive and process the
queries and the session time to assure a stable set of superpeers [12]. Furthermore some mechanism must be provided
to distribute the super-peer related information. One option
is to piggyback this information [8].

6. Conclusions and Future Work
The objective of the architecture proposed in this paper is
to enable the interconnection of different domains in order

to support global decentralised multimedia services.
Peers of the same domain are connected via
a domain overlay network and by using the
SuffixID=hash(user@example.com) to route
queries. In order to get connectivity with other domains
it is necessary to have at least one super-peer in each
domain. An interconnection overlay is maintained between the super-peers where the routing is based on
PrefixID=hash(example.com) values.
The average number of hops that a peer must perform in
our architecture is given by Eq.1. However, based on certain justifiable assumptions, it is simplified to Eq.7. Furthermore, we consider that the routing state of ”normal” peers
does not change. In fact, only super-peers are exposed to a
higher load. These super-peers might actually be dedicated
entities employed by the domain for this specific task.
Finally, a simulation of hierarchical Kademlia overlay
network has been performed. The routing performance is
below the worse case expected through the analytical evaluation. The information related to a specific user or service
can be retrieved in 2 to 3.5 hops for a number of domains
between 5 and 20 and with a number of peers per domain
between 10 and 1000. These results illustrate the scalability
of the solution.
In the next step of our research our main goal is to take
into account the churn rate based on results presented in
[15].
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